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FACTORING ¿-FUNCTIONS AS PRODUCTS OF ¿-FUNCTIONS

DOUGLAS GRENIER

Abstract. We will demonstrate two factorizations of ¿-functions associated
with automorphic forms on GL(n, R), where one factor is a Riemann zeta-
function and the other is an ¿-function associated to an automorphic form
for GL(n - 1, R). These will be obtained by establishing the commutation of
the Hecke operators and the <J>-operator, a homomorphism from automorphic
forms on GL(n, R) to automorphic forms on GL(n - 1, R).

1. Introduction

¿-functions associated to automorphic forms are among the most intensely
studied objects in number theory. Of course, it was Hecke who first systemat-
ically put ¿-functions in this context, in his case with modular forms. Since
Hecke's time this area of study has been greatly expanded by many people, too
numerous to begin to name here, to automorphic forms on Lie groups. One
of the most important examples is with GL(n, R) as the Lie group, and it is
the ¿-functions associated to this type of automorphic form, specifically those
forms invariant on T„ = GL(n, Z), with which we will be concerned. While
some of the results herein may be known in principle from the representation
theory of GL(n), by sticking closely to the classical style of Hecke it is possible
to observe some explicit relations between the parameters of the ¿-functions,
one of our goals.

For n > 2, let G = GL{n, R), K - 0{n) and let C be the center of G
which consists of matrices of the form ai, a e R - {0}. ( / is the identity
matrix; when necessary for clarity we will use /„ to denote the n x n identity
matrix.) Set H„ = G/CK. When n = 2 this space is well-known as the hyper-
bolic upper half-plane. To exploit this we will use the following parametrization
of H„, which comes from the Iwasawa decomposition of G. For any Z £Hn,
write

(1)

Z =

fa

i )

yn-\

y-L yn-\

yn-\

Xij € R , y i> 0.
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In this setting T„ will act on H„ by left multiplication. At certain times we
will be particularly interested in a representative in G/ZK of determinant one.
When this is the case we write

••   yn-\ \

yi    ■•■ y„_i

V„-l

i /

Clearly y* m yxy\.. .y£\.

We may define a function on H„, the power function p„(Z), for v € C-1,
Z £H„. First, define ri,... ,rneC by

rf - Ti+i m Vi - 1/2 ,        í=l,... , « - 1 ; r. + • • • + r„ = 0

(these new parameters, originally introduced by Selberg, [11], will be convenient
in several places in the sequel.) If in addition, we let Rj — rx-\— + r¡ -
j(* - j)/4, then the power function is given by

n-l

(2) pv(Z)=Yly*J.
j=i

We will understand an automorphic form of type v to be a complex-valued
function, /, on H„ satisfying:

(Dl): / is an eigenfunction of all GL„ (R)-invariant differential operators,
and if D represents any such operator, Df = kßf where A/> is given by

Dpv = koPv ■
(D2): ftgZ) = f(Z) for all g e G¿„(Z) and Z € H„
(D3): / has at most polynomial growth, i.e., there are constants c > 0

and r e R"_1 such that |/(z)| < cpr(Z) as each Z; -► oo

This definition generalizes the nonholomorphic modular forms of Maass,
that is, when n = 2 these automorphic forms are exactly the Maass forms.
An automorphic form, /, is called a cusp form if it satisfies for each m =

1,2,... fii-l:

/     f((o iQ)z)dQ = o>     dQ= n <%•
•/[Cir*"-"      VA17     1n-m/     J \<i<m

\<j<m—n

To define an ¿-function associated to an automorphic form on H„ , we need
the Hecke operators. Much of the information we need on Hecke operators
for GL(n, R) comes from the work of Shimura [13] and Tamagawa [14]. We
will discuss this in more detail in §4. For now, suffice it to say that we need
only consider Hecke operators Tpy defined as follows. For any prime p and
1 < t < n, let DPtt be the n x n matrix

— „-'Z=y
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ÍP

DP,t =

1/

where there are I entries p and n-t entries 1. The double coset r^Z^r,,

can be decomposed as TnDp,tTn = U*=1 T„Aj. Then the Hecke operator TPti

maps automorphic forms on H„ to automorphic forms on H„ by

Tp,ef(Z) = Yif(AjZ)
>=i

If / is an eigenfunction of these Hecke operators write TPttf = kPttf, and
normalize via Xp<t = p11^'1^1 nP,i. (Why will become clear later.) The ¿-
functions we will be examining may now be defined for j e C with Re(s)
sufficiently large as

(3) Lf(s) = Y[(l-»p,lp-s + nP,2p-2s + --- + (-l)np-ns)—ns\-\

The main purpose of this paper is to show that for certain automorphic forms
the ¿-function (3) factors in two different ways into a product of a Riemann
zeta function and an ¿-function associated to an automorphic form on J7„_i.
This provides a new approach to determining the ¿-functions associated to
certain Eisenstein series for example.

First, we briefly consider the example of Siegel modular forms for comparison
and to provide a little motivation. Temporarily, let H„ denote the generalized
upper half-plane of Siegel, i.e.

Hn = {Z& M„(R)\TZ = Z ; Z = X + iT, y is positive} .

The symplectic group Sp(n, R), defined by

Sp(n,R) = ÍM= (i   p^\A,B,C,DeM„(R)

TMJnM = Jn, Jn(_?In    o )} '

acts on H„ in analogous fashion to the action of 5¿(2, R) on the classical
upper half-plane, that is, MZ = (AZ + B)(CZ + D)~l. A Siegel modular
form of weight k is a holomorphic function on H„ satisfying the transformation
formula

f{MZ) = \CZ + D\kf(Z)   VM e Sp(n, Z)

where the Siegel modular group Sp{n, Z) = Sp(n, R) n M2„(Z). When n = 1,
they coincide with the classical modular forms.
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Siegel's O-operator is a homomorphism from the space of modular forms on
Hn onto the space of modular forms on if„_i, defined by

(4) O/(Zl) = <lim/(Z01   I)  , Z, €#„.,.

A Siegel modular form is called a cusp form if $>/ = 0.
We use the Hecke operators for the Siegel modular forms to define ¿-

functions associated to these forms. These Hecke operators are somewhat sim-
ilar to those for GL{n, Z) discussed above. After the ¿-function of a Siegel
modular form /, Lf{s), is suitably defined we come to the work of Andrianov
[1] and Zharkovskaya [17]. They demonstrated that the «I>-operator commutes
with the Hecke operators (Maass [9] originally proved the commutation formu-
las in the case n = 2) and obtained the following result (Andrianov for n = 2
and Zharkovskaya in general): if / is a Siegel modular form which is not a
cusp form, then

Lf{s) = L^f(s)L^f(s -k + n).

Even when n = 1 we see this relationship if we let / be the Eisenstein series

Ek(z) =   £  (mz + n)~k ,       zeH.

(m,n)=I

Then Lf(s) = Ç(s)Ç(s-k + n) where £ is Riemann's zeta function.
For the Maass forms setting, if we let / be the nonholomorphic Eisenstein

series on H,

E„(z) -   Y   lm(YzY =    V   1-—ñu »
5-eroo\r (m,n)=i ' '

we have L/(s) = Ç{s-v + l/2)£(.s + v - 1/2). Seeing this similarity, one might
expect that we should be able to obtain a result on factoring ¿-functions for
GL(n, Z) somewhat analogous to the Siegel modular forms case.

For the rest of the paper we return to H„ being defined as the symmetric

space G/CK.

2. Fourier expansions of automorphic forms

Fourier expansions of automorphic forms were first obtained independently
by Shalika [12] and Piatetski-Shapiro [10] in the adelic setting, although the
latter was lacking some of the archimedean theory. In describing the Fourier
expansions for GL{n, R) we will adopt a style somewhat akin to Bump's in
[2, 3]. These series will be in terms of the Whittaker functions of Jacquet [6],
which may be defined as follows:
Let

Also, recall that we have

r,; - rl+i = Vi- - 1/2 ,        1*1,... , n - 1 ; rx + • • • + rn = 0,
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and let

A„(i/) =    ¡I    Ain- 0+1/2);    A(r) = n-T(r)t(2r).
\<i<j<n

Then for N e R""1 with no N¡ = 0 we have

(5) Wn{u,N,Y) = An{v) I Pv{<oZ)e (-YNiXiM) dX

where e{x) = e2*'x and dX = IIi</<«ji ^x'J • Wn{v, N, Y) is easily seen to

be an eigenfunction of the G-invariint differential operators as in (D1 ), satisfies
the transformation formula

Wn(y, N, XY) = e ( £ NtX,M J W„(u,N,Y),

and is of at most polynomial growth in the y¡ as all y,¡-* co. It was shown by
Kostant, [7], (and is also an unpublished result of Casselman and Zuckerman)
that there are n\ independent solutions to the differential equations of (Dl),
but the multiplicity one theorem of Shalika, [12], says that (5) is the unique
solution, up to constant multiples, satisfying the growth condition, at least in
certain circumstances. The referee has pointed out that here one actually needs
the more general result of Wallach in [ 16]. Theorem 8.8 of that paper generalizes
Shalika's multiplicity one theorem to the case we need. Certainly the Whittaker
function easily meets the polynomial growth condition; it is actually of rapid
decay as the y¡; -» oo.

To obtain the Fourier expansions we need here, we will have to translate
from adelic language to GL(n, R), but at the same time expand these results
to include automorphic forms which are not necessarily cusp forms. For a
partition n = ni + ••• + «*, let P{n\,... , rik) be the subgroup of Tn of
matrices of the form

U it I
with gj € rnj, in other words, the intersection of a standard parabolic subgroup
of GL{n, R) with T„ . Of course, for the trivial partition we have P{n) = T„ .
With this notation one may write the Fourier expansion of an automorphic form

Theorem l.Iff is an automorphic form then f has a Fourier series expansion

(6) f(Z)= J] aN(gZ)
g€P(l.1.Í2-I,.n-ik)\P(l,...,l,n-il)

Afi^O,... ,N¡k¿0

where the sum is over g as described and N G Z"-1 with Ni{,... , N¡k ̂  0
andallother N¡ = 0 for all {ii,..., ik} c{l,... ,n-1} with 1 < h < h <
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• • • < it < n - 1. The coefficients a^ satisfy

^'Lr.-j[{    -•  U''1)Z)e{-"tN'U¡M)aV

We sketch a proof of this. We will need

Lemma 1. Since f{Z) is invariant under the subgroup of
T„ consisting of matrices of the form

G ?)
with b G Zn_1, í/te?rt? w a Fourier expression

(7) /(Z)=   53   c*(Z)
Nez«

where cN ((» r«)z) = cN{Z)e(TuN) for u € R""1. For any # € T„_i we*

Aave

(8) c,r ■*<z)=«((i ;)z).

There is a proof of this in [4].
Starting with the Fourier expansion (7), for each term Cn{Z) with N ^ 0,

there is a g G r„_i such that N can be written as N = gN' where TV' =
r(A/,,0,... ,0), Ni >0. JV, isthegcdof N. If s G J»(l, n -2), gJV' =
±N'. Thus, combining (7) and (8), and observing that the set of matrices of the

form (¿°) with gGP(l,n-2) is isomorphic to P(l, 1, n-2)\P{\, n-l),

we can now write

(9) /(Z) = oo(Z)+53 53 aNl(gZ)
Ni¥0 g€P{l,\,n-2)\P(l,n-l)

and ûa^Z) = CjV'(Z) with A/' as above. Now for any Ni, including Ni = 0,
as i (Z) is invariant under the subgroup of T„ containing those matrices of the
form

'1        0 \
1    Tb     , ¿GZ""2.

Thus we can continue to repeat the above procedure using the corresponding
versions of Lemma 1, eventually obtaining Theorem 1.

If / is a cusp form the Fourier expansion is simpler to write. The terms
aft(gZ) in (6) with any of the A/, = 0 vanish, reducing (6) to

/(z)= E        E      a^sz).
JV€Z-'sei>(I.l)\/>(l,n-l)
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In this case by multiplicity one it is seen that an(Z) is a constant multiple of
Wn(v, N, Z) if / is an automorphic form of type v. For convenience when
the Hecke operators enter the picture, it is desirable to write

a„(Z) = a„fl\Njr*-M2Wn(v, N, Z).

When / is not necessarily a cusp form, the a^igZ) can still be expressed
in terms of Whittaker functions, but the situation is more complicated. If

N G Z"_1 has Njx = Nj2 = ■ ■ ■ = A//H_k_, = 0, a¡t(Z) is formed from a product
of powers of the y, from (2) and Whittaker functions Wix, Wj2-j{, etc. The
terms of this form to which we will need to pay particularly close attention
will be those with N\ = 0. Of those, the a^igZ) with N\ = 0 and all other
N ^ 0 can serve as prototype; the necessary results involving the others would
follow by analogy. In this situation it is convenient to rewrite the Iwasawa
decomposition of Z, (1), as

Z = (o    I) \0   z-W-'JZ'J

where x G R""1, z > 0, and Z' G HH-\ is a representative of determinant
one. In terms of these "partial Iwasawa coordinates,"

A,(Z) = z'<*V(Z'),

where r(v) = -¡¡^ Y,kZ\(n - k)vk. It may also be observed that

which ties in with how the r, were defined. Throughout the paper, given a
vector v e Ck , let v' be the vector in Ck~l obtained by dropping the first
component of v . We have specifically then, for N = T(0, A/2, N3,... , A/„_i)

with N, ± 0, / = 2,... , n - 1, that

(10)       a„(Z) = 53 a% n \Nj\-V-l**-M2z««'»Wn-i(e(vY, AT, Z') ,
o-€SB        j=2

where the action of a g Sn , the group of permutations on n letters, on v is best
described as permuting the n associated to v. This was Selberg's motivation
for introducing these auxiliary parameters.

Closely related to these terms are the On(Z) where only the last component

of N is 0. If for any v G Ck , we denote by v* the vector obtained by dropping
the last component of v , and define Z* accordingly, we may write for ûat(Z)
with only N„-\ =0:

n-2

aN(Z) = £ aaN 53 \Nj\-^-t-^Y'^^WH.x{a{yr, A", Z*)
o-€i„       y=2

where r*(i/) = ^ £ü~| fci/*. (In terms of the auxiliary parameters, r*(v) =

■^jn - f .) These latter will play the most important role in determining the

second factorization of the ¿-functions.
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3.  Analogues of siegel's Í>-operator

We briefly summarize the results of [4] introducing an analogue of the O-
operator and indicate a second such operator closely tied to the first.

The r{v) and r*(v) above come from the power function pv{Z). In terms
of the notation at the end of the previous section we have already seen that for
Z€H„

pv{Z) = zWpv,{Z')

and similarly we have

A,(Z)=y'»A,.(Z*).

Put in other words, z'^p^Z) = pv<{Z') a power function on H„-\, a func-
tion in this case of y2,... , y„-i. Similarly, y~r*(">/>„(Z) is also a power
function on Hn-\, but a function of yx,... , y„_2. Since automorphic forms
are asymptotically bounded by the power functions we are led to

Theorem 2. Define 0/ on Hn-\ by

•/,Z0»Äz-*)/((Z   2-Az,)).

O is a homomorphism of the space of automorphic forms on H„ onto the space
of automorphic forms on //"„_!. If / is a cusp form, O/ = 0. However, it is

possible to have O/ = 0 even if / is not a cusp form (see [4]).

We can also define the related operator <P by

•/m-j-.r^/((***• ,., )).

Ô is also a homomorphism from the space of automorphic forms on H„ onto
the space of automorphic forms on Hn-\.

It is possible to describe explicitly the relation between 4> and 4>. The
map Z —► 0) TZ~l0) is an involution of H„ . For an automorphic form / on

H„, there is the so-called contragredient form / associated to / via f(Z) =

f{03 TZ~iœ). Bringing in the 4>-operators gives 4>/ = (<P/) or equivalents

0/ = (O/). This can be seen as follows:

*/,Z,)  =  jmj((>**   r, ))

y*~°°  \\    y~^(on-i ^Zj-'wn-! ))

=   */(»„_, rZf »o»,,-,) = (*/)(Z,).
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It is also possible to define other ^operators, as touched on in [4], one for
each y, so that there are n - 1 of them. These other <P-operators will not be
discussed further here, but they and the corresponding ¿-function results are
the subject of the forthcoming [5].

4.  Hecke operators

In this section we collect the necessary information on the Hecke operators
that act on automorphic forms for T„ . As indicated earlier, most of this is
widely known from the work of Tamagawa [14] and Shimura (see [13]). The
most comprehensive survey of the theory of Hecke algebras seems to be [8], so
we will primarily follow the notation therein, and any details omitted here may
be found in that reference.

First we need to briefly describe the Hecke algebra. Let Inv(«, Z) denote the
semigroup of n x n nonsingular integral matrices. The Hecke algebra associated
with the pair (T„, Inv(n, Z)) which will be denoted ß^{Tn, Inv(/t, Z)) is the
set of all finite linear combinations of double cosets T„\M/Tn, M G Inv(«, Z),
i.e. an element T of the Hecke algebra looks like

t=   53   t(rnATn)rnAT„
¿r.\Ai/r»

where A runs through a set of representatives in M of the double cosets,
t(T„Arn) G Z and t(TnATn) = 0 for all but finitely many A. This Z-algebra
has the obvious addition and a somewhat more complicated multiplication.
However, for A, B G Inv(/j, Z) with \A\ and \B\ relatively prime, the multi-
plication is simple:

{TnATn).{TnBTn) = Tn{AB)Tn.

The Hecke operators come from this Hecke algebra by considering the decom-
position of a double coset into right cosets. For example, if

rnAT„ = {Jr„Ai

then the Hecke operator TA acting on an automorphic form / is defined by

(U) TAf(Z) = ̂ 2f(AiZ).

Two particular types of elements of the Hecke algebra will be of concern here.
First, for a positive integer m, let D„{m) be the set given by

Dn(m) = {A€ Z"xn : \\A\\ = m}

where ||.4|| means the absolute value of the determinant of A, \A\. Now set

T(m) =     £     r„¿r„.
A : r„\D„(m)/r„

There is also multiplicativity here: if (£, m) = 1, T(l) • T(m) = T(lm).
The second type of element of %?{T„, Inv(/i, Z)) needed was defined in the
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introduction, namely

where

T(p,l) = TnDnlj>,l)Tn

ÍP

D„(p,t) =

}-
iy

The latter are important since J?{rn, Inv(n, Z)) decomposes into a tensor
product

^(r„,Inv(n,Z)) = 0^(n,p)

where ^(n, p) is the Hecke algebra ^(r„, Inv(n, Z)p) with

Inv(w, Z), = {A G Z"*" : Mtl = />' ; * = 0, 1, 2,...} .

It turns out that T(j>, 0),... , 7"(p, n) generate the Z-algebra &(n, p). The
T{m) play a role because they are easier to work with when determining the
action of the associated Hecke operators on automorphic forms. The two types
are related by the Rationality Theorem of Tamagawa, [14]:

Theorem 3.IfX is an indeterminate, the following formal identity holds:

-i

*=o

Corollary. The identity

£ T(pk)Xk = ( 53(-l)V'U-1)/27\p, j)Xi

i)/2)-js ]

-i

52 T(m)m-* = n   Y,(-1)JT<P. J)PUi
m=\ p   \y=o

holds formally in s.

This is the formal Euler product which leads to the definition of the L-
function associated to an automorphic form. Later we will apply the Rationality
Theorem to obtain another useful relation between the two types of elements
above.

Denote by Tm and Tpj (or by TJ¡, and T£ t when considering different

n) the Hecke operators corresponding to T{m) and T(p,l) respectively. Ap-
plying (11), Tm can be defined as

(12) Tmf(Z) = 53 f(AkZ)
k

where it is well-known from the elementary divisor theory of n x n integral

matrices that the representatives Ak from T„Dn{m)T„ = \}kT„Ak may be
taken to be the set of matrices of the form (d¡j), d¡j = 0 if /' > j, d¡¡ > 0,
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n"=i da = m, and 0 < d¡j < d¡j for i < j. From here on, set d\ = du. It
is also easily possible to find a set of representatives for the right coset decom-
position of T{jp, j) so as to define the Hecke operators TPtj, but instead we
will write the Tpj in terms of the Hecke operators ( 12) by use of the following:

Lemma 2.

(_i)<-y«-»)/2r(iM)=     £    {-ly-'T^'-Tip^).
\<kx,...,kj<l
kx+—+kj=t

Proof. When I = 1 the formula reduces to T(p, 1) = T(p). According to
Theorem 3,

[¿(-i)V°-,)/2r(p,y)^j (¿TV)**) =r„.

Computing the coefficient of Xm for 1 < m < n as in [8] gives

i

£(-l)V(>-1)/27X/>, j) • Tip*-*) = 0
7=0

which is equivalent to

(13)      (-i)<-y«-»/2:r(p, i) = 53(-i)V°-1)/2T(p, ;)r(p'->).
7=0

Induction on i completes the proof.

5.  Action of the Hecke operators on automorphic forms

The Hecke operator Tm defined in (12) sends automorphic forms to auto-
morphic forms and cusp forms to cusp forms. If / is an automorphic form of
type v with the Fourier expansion (6), write

Tnf{Z) =                             5] bN(gZ) .
geP(i,...,i,h-i.n-ik)\p(i.i,b-/i)

N^0,...,Nik^i0

We wish to determine the coefficients bn in terms of the as from (6). As

mentioned earlier, those with N\ = 0 and all other N¡ ^ 0 are the ones we
need examine for the present purposes. However, the relation between bs and
On for those N with all A/, # 0 will be helpful. While the computations are
straightforward (albeit somewhat tedious), we were unable to find them written
down anywhere, at least for n > 3. They are included here for the sake of
completeness.
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Lemma 3. With bs as defined above, and N with all N, ̂  0,

bN = mT    53    aMi.     '-*-■
d\—dH=sm      ' * -'

dt\N,

Bump, [2] obtained this formula for n = 3. We extend those arguments to all
n. Recalling the Iwasawa decomposition (1), Z = XY, and using the right
coset decomposition described in (12).

n-\

I \Nj\-X"-->V2bNW
7=1

((*

\\

Nn-x

Nn-l

Y

iy J

dv-dn=m J°
d¡j      mOd dj

ffJo

fdx

0

=    m-^ 'Ejf

i f
Jo

fdx

lij

d„

*u

.0

'1

Y\e

dn ) \0

After determining u¡¡ from

fdx d(j \  (\ x,

í 53 XjXii+x ) i

¿;r.

'i

.o       d„ J \ i y    v i / \o       ¿.
we can change variables in the integral. We find (remembering that d¡ = d¡¡)

uu = dj1 l¿2dikxkj + dij) .

Making the change of variables and using the periodicity of the integral, this
last integral becomes

m-«(„-i)/2 £ Tjd-<»-2;+i>

dr-d.=mj=\

<*„_,       / /l U
rm^r^

I f
Jo

1

. )[*

■(-g*w.) dt/
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where the integral corresponding to du¡j has the limits 0, mf . Because of

the term

E'lNidM..     \

\   1=1      ' /

the integral vanishes unless d¡\N¡di+x for i = 1,... , n - 1. When this is the
case the exponential sum from the integral can be evaluated as

an mod</;     \i=\ '     /

Collecting all of the above gives

LHS = m-"*"-1*/2

IJrff1   if dtWi for i=l,
7=2

0 otherwise.

n-\,

E fid-^fidrr*...
,...dn=mj=l 7=2 J0

„°n-l
rm~3—

/     '

di-dK=mj=
d¡\N¡

Ui

1

Fe

4,
rftf

= m-»("-l)/2 53 TJ rf-C-27>D JJ ¿7-lm»(»-l)/2

7=1 7=2

n-1

*n¿r;+in
7=1 7=1

¿7

-j{n-j)/2

'Nx Nn-X

xa^      ^V|W

\

Y

1 J    )
n-X

7=1 </,-</„=m   ^>   .   ""-'

W,    •••    AT„_, \

finally completing the proof.
Assuming / is an eigenfunction of all the Hecke operators Tm , normalized

so that ûi,..., i = 1, we have ¿i,..., i = Am. In general, Ama\ = ¿>jv. Meanwhile,

Lemma 3 shows that b\     i = msriûi.i,m, giving Am = m^ûi,... ,i>m.

Recall that for A = *"((), A2,... , NH-X) with A/, ?¿ 0 for i = 2,... , n -
1, the ûaKZ) have the form (10):
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fl-1

aN{Z) = 53 a% I] m-U-W'-MzIWWn-aeW, N', Z').
«T6S»       7=2

Beginning with the same approach as in Lemma 3, we obtain the next lemma.

Lemma 4. If N = r(0, A2,... ,A/„_i) with A, ¿0 for i = 2,... , n- 1,

^»«^"»S^-'W) 53 aj      #Bl.
k\m d2-d„=k     '~*i'"'  *n-\

d,\N,

Using the same notation, Lemma 3 gets us as far as

Mn=nwrü-IM"-')/2 E (£)*£<**   Md«1*»
7=2 dv~dn=m V   ' '     (T6S,      ' ~*i   ' '" '  "-1

*Wn.x <*(*)',

d¡\Ni

(N2   ■■■   Nn-x
Ni N„-x

V      V

\
Y'

where D = diag(i/i,... , dn) and z{Y) = z. It is easy to see that z(DY) =

m^dxz. Now let k = f- so that z(Z>T) = k~xmr¡r z and substitute in the

above. This gives

bN{Y) m n \Nj\-u-w*-Jv2 53 m^^c» 53ik*!-*» 53
7=2 ff6S„ k\m di~-dn=m

d¡\N,

x "0  ii* <*.w.-i z

'    «2    .    ¿n-l

x^_, *(")',

/#2

V

A„_,
A3 ■   A„_

n-l
y

iy y

Comparison with bn{Y) in the form (10) yields the desired result. Lemma 3
together with Lemma 2 explains the normalization used in defining the fiPtt of
the ¿-function (3) in the introduction. This should become even clearer in the
next section.

6.  Factoring the ¿-functions

As usual, the ¿-function associated to the automorphic form / may be
defined via a Mellin transform. If / has the Fourier expansion (6), let

/*(z) = 53ûm,1,...,,(z).
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Then the Mellin transform

(y \
r°° ̂        i

/ fJo

V 1/
converges for Re(i) sufficiently large where

¡y
r°° 1

f(i) = /    w
Jo

\

ys-ld^=2*¥(s)Lf(s)

f
-2dy

1/

Lf(s) may be analytically continued to all s. From the above we see that

(14) LÁs) = '¿2am,l.I«'
m=l

By the corollary to Theorem 3 this has the Euler product

Lf(s) = Y[{l-th,xp-s + lh,2P-2s + -~ + (-l)Hp-'arl
p

with nPtt = p~t(n~t)l2kpj as in (3). Since kPrx = kp we have nPtx =&x,...,\,p
It is also useful to factor each term in the product above so that

*•/(*)=nrft1-0*.^"')-S\-X

P   l=X

Of course, the fipj are related to the apj by the elementary symmetric poly-
nomials. Specifically, let Ei(Xx,... , X„), I = 1,... , n be the elementary
symmetric polynomial of degree £ in the variables Xx,... , X„, i.e.

F((Xx, ... , X„) =       2^       Xt\'"%i, •
X<i,<—<it<n

Then p.pA = Et(apA,... , aPy„), with pPi„ = 1 so that fl/Li ap,t = l ■

From here on let T$ be the Hecke operator defined in (12) acting on au-

tomorphic forms for T„ and similarly for T%~X) and define kty by TJñ^f =

ktff and k%-l) by TÍT"1'*/ = A^_1)<D/. We can now describe the relation
between these Hecke eigenvalues for / and G>/.

Lemma 5. Let f be an automorphic form of type v which is an eigenfunction of

all the Hecke operators T$ so that T%)f = k{£lf. Then «P/ is an eigenfunction

of all the Hecke operators T%~X), T%-l)Qf = ^~l)9f, and if <t>f is not
identically 0 we have

(16) k($ = m^'WY,kl~r(v)kkn~l)

k\m
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Proof. When N = T{0,N2,... , NH-X) and N' = T(N2,... , A„_i) set
û/v = û]v where id is the identity element in Sn.

53 bN. (z') = Q^nz') = «d4"V(z') = a^/Xz') .
7V'ez"-2

From Lemma 4 we obtain the relation

*7#>/(Z')=   53   m^'C^fc1"^.*^   53   <£
AT'6Z»-2 t|m dr-d„=k     '"V""'  **-\

di\N¡

and hence
<D7ln)/= m^'C) 53^,-^7Í',-,)*/

*||R

from which we find that <P/ is a Hecke eigenform. (16) now follows im-
mediately. Terras, [IS], obtained this last formula in the case where f was
a certain type of Eisenstein series. From Lemma S we have in particular

k{pn) = p^^il +p1-r(")4""1)). Now we need to obtain the relation between

kpn)t and &pn~tX) ■ From Lemma 5 and Lemma 2 it follows that <P/ is an eigen-

function of all the Hecke operators TJfJ1^ and we have the following for the

eigenvalues:

Lemma 6. With f as before andQf^O set T¡$f = k{pn)tf and T^nJl)<t>f =

k(pjX)<t>f, for I = 1,... ,n-\. {Recall that ' kpn]n = 1 and k(p\ = 1 by
definition of the Hecke operators.) We have

Ap,l    p Ap,t   ^p        Ap,t-\-

Proof is by induction on £ . The case £ = 1 is by ( 16) as previously noted.
Now, assume the lemma is true for I < j <£ . From (13),

(-D'-yc-n/^ = ''¿(-lypJU-^)^

7=0

By the induction hypothesis and (16) this becomes

7=1

t-j t

x 53pfc(i-^))^-»)=p'-^'w^pw-'^k^-v
*=0 k=0

+ Y(-l)jp^+il^ri^^v)k{n~l)^

7=1 k=0

t-X t-j
+ 53(_l)7j7^ + <,-/»";l>'"-/r(^)A(n-Mi y^pk(\-r(u))k(n-\)   _

7=1 k=0

Putting the first two terms together and re-indexing the sum in the third gives
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LHS J£(-\yp^+iL:J}¥^r(v)x(n-l) ^*(l-,M)A(rl)

7=0 '       Jfc=0

+V(-iy+ip^+<<~/"'w";''+""f"'r(")A(""') ¿ /(»-'(«'»¿(»-o

7=0 *=0

=¿(-iy/>^+1£:LÍK^rw+(<-^

7=0

+Y3(-i)j/>^+(<~/""~''"Jr(,/)A("~>) 53 pfc(i-'(")u(,,-,)
7=0 Jk=0

+ 53(-l)7t-lp^+(<-;-'"';'^-f-'rWA(>.-l)   y^ pifcd-rM)^»-!)  _

7=0 *=0

By (13) again the first sum is just (-l)/-y('-1)/y-i'(");ij,''7,), and after ob-

serving that {n - j - l) + (£ - j - l)(n - 1) = (£ - j)[n - 1) - ;' the sec-
ond and third sums cancel except for j = I - 1 in the second which leaves
(_l)/-y(/-l)/2p^r(„)A(»-n m

Now the main result can be stated.

Theorem 4. If f is an automorphic form of type v on H„ and <!>/ is not
identically 0, then the following relation between the L-functions holds:

Lf(s) = c(s- ^-V) + ̂ i) L*f [s + X-Ku) - i) .

Proof. Recall that when the ¿-functions are written in the form (15)

Lf(s) = Yifl^-ap!tp-sr1
p <=i

and

^/w=nn(l-air,7Vr1
P t=x

we have pfy = Ee(a{p\,... , aj,fc)fc) where Et{XXt... , Xt) denotes an ele-

mentary symmetric polynomial. By Lemma 6,

ßp%=P^riv¥;rll)+P^-*npn:t!}x

for £ = 1,... , n - 1. Note that p.(pn~l) = 1. In terms of the ag~tl),
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ffî   =   pi-^^+p^-iß^x)

Observe that £,(*,,... , Xn) = Et{Xx, ... , Xn-i) + XnEt.x{Xx,... , *„_,).
Thus,

=   ^(pi-i^aj-»,... .pi-i^a^.p^")-^) .

Now we have

l/<í) - nn'c -?*-i*»<.¡:,7,v-)-1 -ne -?•?*»-'*-)-<

Recalling the definition of <ï> we obtain a second factorization of ¿/(j) quite

similar to that above. If 4>/ is not identically 0 then neither is 4>/, so for /
as above we have

Corollary.

L,(s) = c{s- ^r» + 2~) I+f (s + if» - I) .

These formulas can be applied easily to the analogue of the Maass wave form
Eisenstein series. Define

E„(v,Z)=       53       pv{yZ),        Refa)>l.
yefd.i)\r„

This was meromorphically continued to all v by Selberg (see [11]). Clearly

Q>En{v, Z) = En-x{v', Z'). By applying Theorem 4 repeatedly, we obtain,

LEH(s) = f[Us-2n).
i=X

This is well-known, but we have no specific reference.

Eisenstein series for GL(n, R) may be defined more generally. If P is the
parabolic subgroup P(nx,... , nk) and Vj are automorphic forms on Hnj, and
we write v = (vx, ... , vk), we may define an Eisenstein series by:

k

EP{v;i,Z)=   53  H\aj(yZ)\Kvj(aj(yZ))
y€Tn/Pj=X
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where { =T (£i,... , &_,) G C*-1, 4 = 0, and a}{Z) e Mnj(SL) is defined by

/«i(Z) \
a2(Z)     *

♦ * •

V ak(Z)J

This series converges if Re(iy) is sufficiently large. Consider, in particular,
Eisenstein series for P(n -1,1). If 4> is an automorphic form of type v*
on H„-x, we have an Eisenstein series E^x,x)(<t>, u,Z), defined as above,
with the series converging for Re(w) > n/2. To find v so that f(Z) =
E(n-x,x)(<f>, u, Z) is of type v, consider that this Eisenstein series must be-

have somewhat like the power function pv{Z) = yr*Wp„-{Z*), so it quickly

becomes apparent that u = r"(u). It is also easy to see that 0/ = <j>. Applying
the Corollary now yields

M»w(*-£jn«+^)i«(*+i«-i) •
Other cases where «i = 1 or nk = 1 also can be handled easily by Theorem 4
or its corollary respectively. For other than these we must defer to [5].
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